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Welcome to AMDG FinTech Solutions
Enhancing the user experience to financial services for both businesses and client alike,
we make it more accessible. Smart FinTech Solutions are at the core of all that we do at AMDG.
Our main goal is in finding smart ways of using financial technology, so as to enhance their user or client experience.
This will effectively allow their business to pivot on our Fintech Solutions.

BLOCKCHAIN
- The Future of Transactional Technology
$67.4 Billion USD is the expected worth of the global blockchain market by 2026
The major driving factors contributing to the high growth rate of blockchain market include increasing venture capital fundings
and investment in blockchain technology; extensive use of blockchain solutions in banking and cybersecurity;
high adoption of blockchain solutions for payment, smart contracts, and digital identities; and rising government initiatives.
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ATTRACTIVE OPPORTUNITIES IN THE “BLOCKCHAIN” MARKET
North America is estimated to hold the largest share of the global blockchain market in 2021
while APAC is projected to grow at the highest CAGR during the forecast period.
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The global blockchain market is expected to be worth USD 67.4 billion by 2026 growing
at a CAGR of 68.5% during the forecast period.
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APPLICATION FOR BLOCKCHAIN
While it has been utilized most notably in the banking and finance industry,
the potential applications for blockchain technology are numerous which includes as follows:

• Education Digital
Content Locker
• Digital Rights
• Wagers
• Escrow
• Trustees
• Notarisation

• E-Commerce
• Global Payments
• Remittance
• P2P Lending
• Microfinance

• Intellectual Property
• Voting
• Ownership
• Title Record
• Healthcare

• Equity
• Private Markets
• Debt
• Crowdfunding
• Derivaties
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How AMDG Blockchain Solutions can partner and enhance your business?
AMDG analyzes your environment, your needs and your current business portfolio to identify opportunities
for enhancement. We advise you on how your business can benefit from blockchain,
and design a solution tailor-made to cater to your organization’s specific needs.

AMDG Blockchain
Solution
SMART CONTRACTS
PAYMENTS
DIGITAL BANKING
TOKENIZATION
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SMART CONTRACT
Smart contracts are simply programs stored on a blockchain that run when predetermined conditions are met.
They typically are used to automate the execution of an agreement so that all participants can be immediately
certain of the outcome, without any intermediary’s involvement or time loss.

Efficient, Accurate, Cost-Effective & Trustless.

What we can do for you?
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Benefits of Smart Contract

No intermediary costs and faster as
everything is digitalized.

Encryption is secured and immutable.
Data cannot be altered in any way.

Works like an escrow system without
intermediaries on the blockchain.

Once the details are confirmed, smart
contracts are encoded and deployed, there
will be no human errors thereafter.

Once executed, it cannot be revoked.

Interruption-free.
No third party can make changes
in the agreement and decision.
Automate certain aspects of your business.
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TOP 12 SMART CONTRACT USE CASES

Provides individual identity

Can be used for cross border

Improves data recording,

Automates supply chain with

Offers cross-institutional

Trades can be automated

in digital assets, removes

payments & international

accuracy, saves reporting &

visibility & transparency leads

visibility, automate data

without the need for

counterfeits & also makes

trade

auditing costs

to fewer frauds

share & improves privacy

intermediaries

Can be used for liability

Offer error-free services &

Help automate operations,

Automates claims & resolves

Automates escrow amount,

Automates mortgage &

management, automatic

automating many aspects

improves transparency &

disputes with proof

authenticates & improves

fastens the process

KYC frictionles

payments, stock splits &
dividends

efficiency

trust
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TOKENIZATION
Tokenize your assets such as property, company or any other valuable assets so that we are able to fractionalize
sales of the assets and reach out to global market easily.
There are different types of tokenization that can be implemented and we will assist you based on your needs.

Services we provide
Consultation from existing structure to tokenization process

Formation of companies (if needed)
& legalities to ensure readiness for tokenization

Transfer all the digital assets to blockchain

Create the tokens for the assets (NFT or Asset Based)

Converting the assets to digital

Ensure there is a platform that buyers
& sellers are able to transact
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Benefits of Asset Tokenization
The ability to represent the ownership of real world assets on a blockchain can disrupt the way we manage assets.
Presently, high-value investments are not accessible by a large percentage of the global population.
New models of capital formation secured by distributed ledger blockchain technology represents an evolution
to global capital markets and capital mobility.

An investor from anywhere globally can invest in things across the world.
For example, an investor in California might be able to invest in an office building in Argentina
— all with the security, speed and ease of transfer of the blockchain network.

Trade can be conducted without third-party brokers that often slow the process,
making it inefficient and more expensive while adding the risk of additional error in any transaction.

Any particular investment portfolio can become more diverse
due to the potential of incremental ownership of a variety of assets.

Blockchain tokens enable to introduce fractional ownership.
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DIGITAL BANKING
Technological advancement especially in financial services has evolve rapidly whereby more and more businesses
can now pivot their businesses via FINTECH solutions. We can make that difference for your Businesses

Digital Banking With Fintech Solutions
Transform traditional
banking to digital via
mobile apps platform.
Tied to mobile banking
apps issued by
Visa or Mastercard

Provides individual
identity in digital

Integrate crypto

assets, removes

storage and transfers

counterfeits & also

within apps for users

makes KYC frictionles

Integration of

Integration via

Integration of payment

exchange to provide

software to compatible

services, loyalty

liquidation services

POS machines

rewards etc.
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Integrated Payment Services Today,
Driven Towards Tomorrow
Blockchain payment systems are used to facilitate, process, and verify transactions made on a blockchain or distributed
ledger system. These tools may be designed for individuals, businesses, or financial institutions, and will have a few differing
features depending on the use case. Across all uses, blockchain payment solutions allow customers to quickly
and securely make transactions on a blockchain.can now pivot their businesses via FINTECH solutions.
We can make that difference for your Businesses.

AMDG specialise in
payment processing services
Payments processing QR Code payment integrations
Program Management for Merchants
Apps Development with APIs & Blockchain Integrations
Fraud monitoring & dispute management
systems integration
KYC & KYB processes which works differently
for various regions
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ABOUT AMDG FINTECH SOLUTIONS
With our innovative and insightful financial technology (FinTech) solutions, we strive to enhance our users’ every day
experiences. Founded in 2021, our incredible team of engineers, programmers, designers and marketing experts have worked
tirelessly, striving to bring AMDG FINTECH SOLUTIONS to the forefront of the industry.
In order to provide excellent solutions, we dedicate time and resources to research the market needs and our users’ habits
and motives. We have, and will continue to work tirelessly to become the technological standard, providing big picture
insights which industry leaders not only approve of, but also depend on.

Your Needs,
Our Priority

Your Strategic
Partner

Expertise
& Experience

Timely & Scalable

AMDG will go above and

AMDG will work hand in hand

Work with a company entirely

Our design methodology center

beyond in delivering a solution

with you to understand the

dedicated to the success of

on fast paced deployment. The

tailor-made to cater to your

environment your organization

your project, and benefit from

high scalability of our solutions

organization’s specific needs. We

operates in. Together, we will

the expertise and experience

ensures they grow with your

makes it a priority to ensure your

find the optimal fintech solution

of the AMDG team members in

business, at your organization’s

requirements are met, and the

that benefit your organizational

project management, full stack

pace.

final product delivered answers

goals.

your customer’s demands.

development, cloud based
architecture, blockchain, design
to bring your vision to life.
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OUR APPROACH

Project Inception

Analysis & Design

Development

Implementation

Agreement on the overall

Defining project delivery

AMDG allocates a team

After testing and correcting all

direction for the project.

timeline and aligning to clients

of developers under the

issues to the client’s satisfaction

detail requirement and desired

supervision of the project lead.

in the UAT phase, the AMDG

resulting solutions.

Included in this phase is the

team will proceed in delivering

completion of the solution,

the final solution and provide

our internal quality assurance

user training accordingly.

testing and its delivery to the
client for User Acceptance
Testing (UAT).
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